
                                                                                                       Purdue Nov 7th. [1885] 
My darling Effie                                                                Ө   Ө   Ө 
        I am so very very tired tonight that I can hardly write & I shall not try to write a great 
deal but I want to write some so as to have it all ready in the morning.  I have been very busy all 
day & all day yesterday in the museum.  We are to have a public visiting day next wednesday 
and I want to get the tangled fossil collection straightened out & the place all in order before 
that time.  It has been a fearful job but I see my way out of the work now tho there is still an 
enormous amount to be done.  I never have seen such a mess as that thing was when I touched 
it first in all my life.  There was no more order or system than if the things had been rained into 
the cases.  There are I presume about 1000 species of fossils which I have placed about which I 
feel tolerably safe.  All the others[,] & there are about three times as many left as I have used 
for exhibition[,] I have stored in drawers for the present for safe keeping and to get them out of 
sight.  I have the palaeontological specimens in a row of four cases down the centre of the 
room_  Minerals & some other things are in wall cases_  The centre cases are flat glass topped 
affairs 5 f[ee]t by fifteen or so.  The fossils occupy three of them & a large collection of arrow 
heads[,] spear heads[,] axes etc of stone from indian mounds occupy the rest of the fourth 
centre case.  The fossils are arranged in order of the time in which they flourished.  Those from 
the oldest rocks coming first.  Now you will see what a difficult task it is to arrange them when I 
tell you that some forms were confined to a particular age & did not live at a subsequent age_  
Hence you must get the each species in the very age of which it is characteristic.  If the labels 
giving the localities had been preserved this task would have been far easier.  It is safe to say 
that the value of the collection is not one tenth what it would have been had the labels which 
are now in one hopeless confusion been preserved with the specimens.  The museum had 
hitherto been actually painful to me to look at and the botanical museum is in the same 
predicament or almost so_  I am not used to the activity of museum work & you have no idea 
how tiring it is.  One moves about so much and thinks so hard too all the time.  At Middletown I 
was used to the thing & didn’t mind the work at all.  I like the business of organizing a collection 
& really enjoy it very much and wish I could get an appropriation for our Museum, for I know I 
could easily double it in a short time by exchange & especially the zoological part.  My work 
now is in part a scheme for I hope to induce Dr Smart to pay my expenses if I will collect for the 
museum & give it the proceeds & that will pay for our jaunt this Summer.  I think he will be 
inclined to agree to that proposal and give me one hundred dollars or so[,] perhaps more.  I told 
you darling that I called with Huston last night at Smarts.  We had a very pleasant call.  I started 
home in good season but it began to rain so I went back & determined to stay all night with 
Huston but later it cleared up so I came on home getting here at about twelve oclock.  Of 
course writing last night was out of the question.  I won’t say darling that I hope the letter I 
wrote this morning won’t make you feel badly.  One thing Effie I want to apologize for or at 
least explain lest you misunderstand it as I afterward feared you might.  I didn’t mean to ask 
you not to free your mind when I told you that explanations would not make me understand 
the thing any better.  I didn’t mean it that way but I fear you will read it that way.  I meant that 
it was the same old difficulty.  I was just as unable ever to see why you couldn’t in common 
humane feeling be allowed a little time every day to yourself for this communion with me_  You 
can’t help me to understand it Darling.  I can’t see it & it is because there is no reason.  I am 
confident of that.  But we cant live in tumult & the only course is for you to give up & for me to 



grin & bear it.  I understand your position.  That isn’t where I have any trouble in 
understanding.  Indeed I understand the whole thing_  You simply cant do anything.  You spend 
as much time jumping around from one place to another as it would take to write the letter & 
that is sheer waste.  You might be spared that if there was any disposition manifested to help 
us two but there isn’t any.  I must say Carrie hit it closer than I ever dreamed when she wrote 
me the other day that she guessed after all that you would get as well treated from them and 
from your family tho they[,] the latter[,] did “go off with a pop_”  I guess Carrie is about right 
after all for certainly whatever the girls feel they have treated you personally well tho they have 
made some fun at our expense.  We could stand the worry at the summer time better than we 
can now_  I don’t see any reason why you cant have an hour a day to your self. That is where I 
stick every time.  I stuck there last winter &[,] when I wrote[,] you always thought I was finding 
fault with you.  I shall stick there again this winter and keep still about it.  I said I couldn’t hope 
my letter would not hurt you Effie if I wrote how I felt about the thing I had & write just as I did 
and there was no other course and now I have written & told you just what I mean.  I intend to 
drop this subject & say no more about it.  It will do no good.  We cant alter things a single bit.  
We are utterly helpless about the thing & we have just got to bear it as best we can_  I shall 
want letters from you written when you are calm & undisturbed enough to write me[,] no 
matter if it is short[,] a comfortable letter.  When you are chased about hither & you you can’t 
write a letter that is what you could do in less time if you didn’t feel so hurried.  I say I shall 
want & I mean need when I say want.  The letters are to me a real genuine help & comfort & I 
do actually need them if I am going to be at all straight & it is hard enough any how.  And I see 
your side too Darling & your helplessness.  So long as you are hounded around we have got to 
live & bear it.  That is the amount of it.  At best the future isn’t rosy colored and at present it is 
quite on a blue tint[,] very little if any red in it.  I give you up simply because I have to & under 
protest.  I think I have a right to your time every day[,] enough of it to write me a good letter.  If 
I haven’t then I think our love that makes me need it is wrong.  The latter I do not believe for an 
instant & so it makes me mad to have the right trampled on because I am too far away to 
defend myself.  I call it by hard names to myself but I had rather stand all the agony than love 
you less my darling_  Now Effie Darling this thing will continue to look this way to me till the 
end of time & arguing it with me will make me see it not a bit different.  I thought it all out a 
year ago & feel firmer than I ever did before.  I do not for one instant consider you at all to 
blame.  You can’t be in a row all the time and if there isn’t sympathy enough to help us in this 
thing we can’t command it.  We are help less.  You have to suffer alone & so do I.  I will try & 
not hurt you darling & the best way is for me to keep still.  If I write about it you will 
misunderstand me.  I have a fatal pen which writes things that read different when the ink is 
cold_  I know you will do all you can & I will promise to be patient & keep still.  That is all I can 
do.  Now Darling I must leave you & go to bed.  Darling how I long to see you.  What a rough 
road we have to travel but I think it pays after all darling to love as we do.  We suffer but we 
enjoy & would you give up the joy we knew last summer in each others love to escape 
anything?  O Effie my own[,] our turn will surely come some time tho it seems so slow coming.  
Why does it seem so long since last we met & why does the summer seem so short as we recall 
it.  It seems as if I had been with you only a week & that week was gone a year at least.  Darling 
I long so for a letter.  I hope tomorrows will be a good one[,] a real quiet restful visit from my 
Effie_ 



  With deepest love & hundreds of kisses & caresses 
         from you own Harry. 


